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Abstract. Here we address the role of Kubo-Ohata type double exchange (DE) 

interaction on the interplay of ferromagnetism (FM) and charge density wave (CDW) 

interactions in the CMR manganite systems. The CDW ordering is associated with the eg 

electrons of the conduction band, while the ferromagnetism is associated with the 

localized t2g electrons of the core states of the manganese ion. The ferromagnetic 

magnetization and CDW gap parameters are calculated using Zubarev’s Green’s function 

technique and then solved self-consistently and numerically. We study the effect of DE 

coupling on the interplay of magnetism and CDW interactions and interpret the 

experimentally observed temperature dependent gap parameters as well as the tunneling 

conductance spectra by varying the physical parameters of the system. 
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1.     Introduction 

The perovskite colossal magnetoresistive (CMR) manganites are drawing 

the attention of physicists because of the rich phase diagram consisting of various 

magnetic and electrical phases and their potential applications in data storage 

devices and sensors [1,2]. The parent compound LaMnO3 is an antiferromagnetic 

insulator (AFMI), but on doping it gives rise to a ferromagnetic metallic (FMM) 

phase below the ferromagnetic transition temperature (Tc) and a paramagnetic 

insulating (PMI) phase above (Tc). The ferromagnetism in manganites arises due 

to the double-exchange (DE) interaction. Millis et al have reported that besides 
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DE, other mechanisms like Jahn Teller (JT) distortion and charge/orbital ordering 

(CO/OO) are required to explain the CMR property. Understanding of transport 

properties of manganites requires understanding of the electronic density of states 

(DOS) near the Fermi level (EF=0) as the conductivity is directly proportional to 

the electron density of states of the system. Thus low conductivity implies 

depletion of DOS at EF. Experimentally depletion of DOS near EF of different 

manganite systems has been studied with the help of scanning tunneling 

spectroscopy measurements [3, 4] and photoemission spectroscopy studies [5]. 

Here we describe the CMR manganite system by a model Hamiltonian 

considering the CDW interaction as the extra mechanism along with DE 

mechanism to explain the cause of large resistivity near Tc. The CMR property is 

explained through the study of electron density of states near the Fermi level 

2.    Formalism and Calculation of Gap Equations 

In the present model calculation, we consider the kinetic energies of itinerant 

conduction electrons and localized     core electrons in presence of external 

magnetic field. Due to Hund’s coupling there exists ferromagnetic (FM) order in 

the localized core states. This magnetism is described by Heisenberg type spin-

spin interaction. In order to associate the core level magnetism to the itinerant 

electron system, we consider Kubo-Ohata type double exchange interaction [6] 

among the spins of    and     electrons. In order to take into account of the CMR 

effect, we incorporate here charge order (CO) effect through charge density wave 

(CDW) interaction in the   electron band. The spin interactions are considered 

within Hartree-Fock type mean-field approximation giving rise to mean-field FM 

magnetization   of the core electrons and the induced   electron magnetization  

  . Based upon our earlier report [7,8] we write the mean Hamiltonian as 
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In the first term of the Hamiltonian,  ( )       are the   electron band 

energy, chemical potential, external magnetic field and FM-DE coupling (J>0) 

respectively. The second term represents the CDW interaction due to charge 

ordering in the manganite system with CO gap       ∑         
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and nesting vector Q. The third term describes core electron hopping interaction 

including the mean-field magnetic parameters. The other parameters are the 

position of core level    and Heisenberg coupling     and        for up and 

down spins. Z-component of the longitudinal core magnetization and induced 

  electron magnetization are defined as      (  
    

 )  and     

 (  
    

 ). The    and   electron occupancies   
  and   

  are written as 

  
  ∑       

 
         and    

  ∑       
 

        . Before studying the 

interplay of CO gap and FM magnetization, we have scaled the physical 

parameters by conduction electron bandwidth W=1eV for the manganite systems. 

The scaled parameters are: the DE coupling         the CDW coupling    

   ( )  , the Heisenberg coupling in t2g band         the reduced 

temperature          the reduced CDW gap parameter       , the 

spectral width      . Finally the electron density of states (DOS) is 

computed. 

3.     Results and discussion 

        The temperature dependent charge ordering energy ECO= 2z and the 

ferromagnetic energy of core electron, Emd=g2xM
d
 are solved numerically and 

self-consistently by using the expressions of z and  M
d
. For a given set of 

coupling parameters, the plots are shown in figure 1.a showing the CO transition 

temperature tCO=0.0155 (TCO 155K) and Curie temperature tc=0.018 (Tc 180K) 

corresponding to the conduction bandwidth W=1eV 10000K. These temperature 

dependent energies exhibit mean-field behavior. This nearly describes different 

transition temperatures of manganites i.e. TCO =150K and TC =183K for 

La7/8Sr1/8MnO3 [10] and  Tc=187K, TCO=150K in La1-xSrxMnO3 (x=0.125) [11]. 

Due to DE, the FM order is induced in the eg electrons in the conduction band. 

The induced magnetic energy (Emc = g x M
c
) sharply increases near tc to a 

maximum value and suddenly decreases towards lower temperatures and 

becomes zero at very low temperatures (see inset of figure 1.a). Since the same eg 

electrons are associated with both charge and magnetic orderings, the electrons 

strongly related with CO at lower temperatures do not contribute to the FM 

orderings at lower temperatures. Hence FM ordering is completely suppressed at 

lower temperatures due to the robust charge ordering of eg electrons. This type of 

temperature dependence of Emc is observed experimentally for the charge ordered 

manganite systems [12]. 
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Fig. 1 (a) The temperature (t) dependent self-consistency plot of  CO gap energy (ECO), 

longitudinal component of core     electron magnetization gap energy Emd and induced  

magnetization gap energy in   band electron Emc (inset) for fixed values of g=0.025, 

g1=0.06, g2=0.075. (b) The plot of energy (ω) dependent   electron DOS for η=0.003 at 

different temperatures t=0.021, 0.0175, 0 and other physical parameters remainins same 

as in figure 1.a.  

 

          The electron density of states (DOS) is directly proportional to the 

imaginary part of the eg electron Green’s function. The DOS is described by the 

relation    ∑     (        )   , where  (        ) is the eg electron 

Green’s function with   as the spectral width. The DOS describes the tunneling 

conductance spectra measured by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and 

photo-electron spectroscopy. The DOS is shown in figure 1.b for different 

temperatures. In absence of charge and magnetic orderings, the DOS is plotted in 

high temperature paramagnetic phase at t=0.021>tc, as shown by a sharp peak at 

the Fermi level,  =0 (shown by dotted lines). In pure FM phase at temperature 

tCO<t=0.0175<tc, the single peak in DOS splits into two sharp peaks with lower 

spectral height due to FM ordering in the system separated by a induced magnetic 

gap energy, Ei=g x M
d
  0.0105. Even though the DOS shows U-shaped magnetic 

gap at Fermi level, the electron DOS is not zero but a finite value near Fermi 

level. At still lower temperatures, at t=0 in the mixed phases of CO and FM, the 

DOS shows a flat two gap structure with inner gap I-I and outer gap O-O with 

gap edge positions appearing respectively at energies     (
 

 
     )and 

    (
 

 
     ). Due to the presence of strong insulating CO at lower 

temperatures, the DOS is suppressed considerably leading to this type of flat 

peaks. Even though the parabolic inner gap is well defined, there exists small but 

finite electron DOS near Fermi level. This type of parabolic gap structure with 

finite DOS near Fermi level is observed by STM measurements for 

La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 [3] and La0.7Pb0.3MnO3 [4] systems. However they could not 

observe the sharp multiple peaks in the conductance spectra due to lack of high 

resolution STM measurements. 
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Fig. 2.(a) The self-consistency plot of t vs. ECO, for different values of g=0.01, 0.02 and 

0.03 and other parameters being same as in figure 1.a. (b) The self-consistency plot of t 

vs. Emc, for different values of g=0.01, 0.02 and 0.03 and other parameters being same as 

in figure 1.a. (c) The plot of   electron DOS for same physical parameters as in figure 

1.a but different values of g=0.01, 0.02 and 0.03 and η=0.003. 

           The figure 2.a and 2.b show the effect of DE coupling (g) on the 

temperature dependent CO gap energy ECO and induced FM gap energy Emc 

respectively. For g=0.015 the ECO shows mean-field behavior with CO transition 

temperature tCO=0.01625, but the induced Emc is completely suppressed at low 

temperatures, then increases to a maximum value and then decreases to zero at 

Curie temperature tc=0.018. With increase of DE coupling the tCO is suppressed 

accompanied by the suppression of the CO ordering energy. On the other hand, 

the magnetization energy is enhanced with increase of DE coupling with its Curie 

temperature remaining unchanged. There exists a strong interplay between CO 

and FM ordering just below the Curie temperature. The colossal 

magnetoresistance (CMR) effect is observed in manganites just below the Curie 

temperature. Therefore it is conjectured that the CO may play a vital role to 

explain the CMR effect in manganites as observed experimentally [13]. Earlier 

Rout et al have predicted that the strong JT effect plays a dominant role in the 

formation of CMR effect in manganite systems [14, 15]. Figure 2.c shows the 

effect of DE coupling on the DOS of the system. The multiple peaks with two 

gap structure in DOS change with increase of DE coupling. With increase of g 

both the inner and outer gap edges I-I and O-O shift towards the Fermi level 

( =0). Simultaneously the peak heights of the outer edges are suppressed, while 

the peak heights of the inner edges are enhanced displaying the conservation of 

electron DOS. As a result the inner gap becomes flat. For lower DE coupling 
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g=0.015, the inner gap is very deep exhibiting the characteristic of insulating gap 

due to strong CO states with less electronic DOS at Fermi level. For higher DE 

coupling g=0.030, the CO state is suppressed, but the magnetic ordering 

dominates in the DOS, so that the DOS displays large value near Fermi level 

displaying itinerant character of the FM metallic state of the manganite system. 

This type of finite DOS near the Fermi level has been predicted by Lin et al by 

their calculations taking polaron effect in the manganite system [16]. 

4. Conclusions 

 We consider here the interplay of charge and ferromagnetic orderings in 

the manganite systems employing the DE coupling. Due to the presence of strong 

charge ordering, the FM order is suppressed considerably at lower temperatures. 

The DE coupling suppresses the CO and enhances the FM ordering in the 

manganites just below the Curie temperature. This explains the CMR effect 

observed experimentally just below Curie temperature. The effect of temperature 

and DE coupling on the electron DOS is discussed exhibiting the strong interplay 

of these two orders. 
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